
Note about completed slides

 These completed slides match the April 22, 2024 webinar content

 I have created a few slides that were not in the webinar, to match some 

things I said in the course, that I didn’t plan to say, or more detail on the 

topic (P. 227 238-240, 255-256, 261, 282, 301-318, 341-344)

 I have also included at the end, starting P. 363, slides to match the original 

handout (not the video handout).  This is on topics that were not covered 

in the webinar due to time limitations



Session advance preparation

 You may want to read some of the mini cases, to think in advance about 
them

 Please think about past ethics issues you have faced, outside of your 
current employer, to possibly share in the course, you could print them out 
in advance:  “I once worked for a reinsurer and my boss pressured me to 
_____.  I refused and _____.  From this I learned _____”

 Near the end of the session, participants will be asked if they have a 
personal ethics mantra, a summary of their ethics, in a few words.  
Participants may want to think about this in advance

 It is possible that in the actual session presentation, some material will not 
be covered due to the actual presentation timing



Note on participation in the session

 Participation at the session will be via handwritten responses, comments, 

questions given to those with laptops, to type them in the Chat, include 

your name because you might win a prize



COURSE INFORMATION

 This course deals with complex matters and may not apply to particular 
facts and circumstances.  For these reasons, the course material should 
not be relied upon as a substitute for specialized professional advice in 
connection with any particular matter. Although the course material has 
been carefully prepared, neither Stephen Priddle, or the professional body 
sponsoring this course accept any legal responsibility for its contents or for 
any consequences arising from its use.

 COPYRIGHT © 2024 STEPHEN PRIDDLE, CPA, CA, CMA 

 PRACTICAL PD COURSES www.practicalpd.com

 All rights reserved.  No part of this publication/course material may be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by 
any means (photocopying, electronic, mechanical, recording or 
otherwise)

http://www.practicalpd.com/


Note about electronic material

 You have the option of printing the material and taking notes during the 

presentation, or taking electronic notes

 If you print, we suggest you make sure you print the material large enough 

to take notes on it

 We cannot provide conclusive instructions on how to take electronic notes 
in the pdf file on each registrant’s device, because of the wide ranges of 

combinations of pdf software that registrants may have, in addition to 

platforms, i.e. MAC or PC, tablet, etc. Note you will need one device to 

watch the course on and one device to take notes on
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Welcome to the session

 Every person, all backgrounds

 You will notice some blanks ____ in the slides, I will deliver them in an 
interesting way, and I have changed the order a bit

 You will get a fully populated slide deck after the session

 Courses can be boring, so I always inject some humour 

 I am a little random, and may not be what you expect!

 There will be a 15 minute break about 10:30 AM

 It is possible that some material will not be covered due to the actual 
presentation timing, or I will cover some extra material, and I change the 
material a bit since the handout was printed

Even though 

ethics is a very 

serious topic…



Special thanks

 For all of Tracey Pitt’s behind the scenes work on this course to make it 

happen…



All my webinars have an opportunity to win 

prizes

 The Top Participant will get a prize

 There will be a few other prizes, maximum one per person except the Top 

Participant can double up

YOU WLL 

FIND  OUT 

WHAT THE 

PRIZESARE 

LATER



Participation

 In my regular Zoom webinars, participants use the Chat for responses, 

comments, questions, about 70 posts per hour for a class your size

 This was not possible for the session, so please pass handwritten responses, 

comments, questions to those with laptops, to type them in the Chat with 

your name as fast as possible

 I have included some past webinar Chat comments which are interesting



You

 Most of you work for the OAG, but some for the OCG

 Most have accounting designations, and are registered with CPA 

Bermuda

 I admire you, you have important jobs

 You all obviously have a challenging job, (OAG/OCG), shortage of 

resources, small country, political pressure

 I am impressed by the stands that OAG has taken – not afraid to qualify 

audit reports



Me

 My courses flow out of my life experience, so I will tell you some of my 

experience



My career

 KPMG, 5 years, then primarily CFO roles since, mostly medium-size 

companies, where I earned all three Canadian professional designations 

at the time

 Have worked for some startups, which often result in more ethical stress

 Some very successful, some less successful



My government experience

 Many years of Canadian government experience including with the tax 

authority

 Industry Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Canada Revenue Agency, 

AECL (crown), CBC & Canada Post (consulting), School Board & hospital 

(auditing)



I do speaking/teaching on the side

 University

 College

 Licensing (CPA, CA, CMA, CGA)

 Professional development (CPA, CA, CMA, CGA)

 Conferences….

 I have created over 20 courses which over 28,000 have taken, non-

technical, management tips, creative thinking, negotiating and more



I have had, for over 30 years, a 

side-line authoring cases

 Of all kinds, about 300

 You have probably written some of them: undergrad, MBA, CA, CMA, 

CGA, CPA, ASCA, Big Four firm and more…



At age 20, I became a CGA

 Yes, Certified Gluing Assistant in a federal government office, gluing 

paper on the evening shift… because I didn’t want to go to university…

 I later became a Certified General Accountant…



Personal

 I live in Ottawa, Canada, the capital

 I was born in London, England of British parents but left young 

 I spent early years in the Netherlands, before immigrating to Canada

 My wife and I have 19 children 





More

 I have been to Bermuda about 6 times to speak, I love the place

 Our CA, CPA son went through the ASCA CA program like some of you, 

he lives in Halifax

 His employer owns a lot of things including 

 He and his wife honeymooned in Bermuda



I used to be the CFO of a company at 

age 19

 That is “Chief Furniture Officer” of a business

 Moving furniture every day as the truck driver’s assistant



Ethics

 My first business ethics decision at age 19…

22

The driver told me to punch his 
time card when I get to work



I co-own and sit on the Board of a global 

aviation software company

I was the 

CFO for 

over 11 

years



Change

 I just stepped down from the CFO position in January, I was also the co-

President effectively

 We decided to hire an actual President, and I can’t be his boss (business 

owners and Board member) and his CFO

 I will announce my next CFO position shortly



Intro



I think you want

 Ethics course hours for your PD requirements

 Ethics training to help you now and in future roles and other employers

 I was not given any direction on what to cover, or what ethics issues you face, 
other than sometimes family conflict of interest

 Therefore, I have made assumptions and plan to cover a range of ethics 
topics

 The ethic to comply with professional standards under pressure

 Ethical courage, applicable everywhere, will be emphasized

 You can learn from the mini-cases, even though you may not face the same 
situation



How did I start teaching about ethics?

 I am passionate about ethics and have faced a lot of ethics issues

 I started covering ethics in my general courses, even though CPAs didn’t 

have to get ethics hours then, and the content was popular

 I was asked to sit on the CMA Ontario Ad Hoc Ethics Advisory Committee

 I created some ethics only courses which were very popular

 I have done quite a lot of in-house ethics courses a bit like this, the last 

one, 60 Canadian accountants, from a giant French public company



I am a little skeptical of ethics courses

 When the topic is theory for the course creator and deliverer

 The content could be excellent, but they have never really been there

 Where they had to put their family income on the line with lots of 

dependents, in the cause of ethics

 I have really been there, and in fact several times

 Once a President said sign this and give it to the bank, but I couldn’t , it 

was not true.   The implication was no one will ever know, we must get 

through this little financial difficulty.  I ended having to choose 

unemployment, rather than work there, despite five dependents.



Ethics - more

 Do you believe you were adequately taught ethics at university/college?

 Can you lose your university degree/college diploma for being unethical? 

– normally no, but you can lose your professional designation

Zero in
a recent poll I took



The material

 I have about 14 hours of ethics content, spread over a number of courses

 This is a customization of some this material for this audience, it might now 

flow quite like a standard course..

 I am aware that some of you have attended one of my six ethics courses, 

but was not told to skip that material



This will be the boring course

 PSAB this afternoon, should be a lot more interesting and fun!



Steve, was that a typo, 19 children?

 No, but I include our children-in-law and grandchildren



The big picture

Ethics is subset of

 GOOD CHARACTER

ETHICS



What is good character?

 It is lots of things…

 “What you are when no one is looking”

 Having admirable traits, positive mental and moral qualities:

 Diligence, honesty, contentment, respect for authority, dependability, 

punctuality, flexibility, orderliness, forgiveness, self-control, teachableness, 

patience, reliable, a promise-keeper, honesty, courage, wise, patient, self-

control, flexibility, loyalty, leadership, compassion, contentment and 

more…



We need an ethics model to work 

from



We need an ethics model to work 

from, here is a famous one



Issue

My ethics decision model

Apply Granger’s 
Framework 1 & 2

Dr Magee’s 3 
key questions

Consider 
Stochastical 

Ethics Theorem

Reach 
conclusion

Shack & Voles 

Considerations (Part 2)



Issue

My ethics decision model – I will 

explain it later

Apply Granger’s 
Framework 1 & 2

Dr Magee’s 3 
key questions

Consider 
Stochastical 

Ethics Theorem

Reach 
conclusion

Shack & Voles 

Considerations (Part 2)



Important

 “Don’t confuse schooling with education” – said 

Elon Musk

 I have created a related quote: Don’t confuse 

getting more ethics PD hours with being ethical”

 You must practice your ethics, otherwise it is just 

hours and talk



I am a world-class expert in

 Seeing and finding and criticizing the faults of others

 And so are you!

 And I am not so good at seeing my faults (looking in the mirror) 

 (My wife helps a lot with this)



Therefore

 As we look at other’s ethical lapses, let us look at ourselves as well in the 

mirror

 I don’t claim ethical perfection, more on that later



Is ethics in an upward or 

downward trend in society?

 Politics

 Accounting 

 Business

 Sports

 Medicine

 Science

 School?

What do you think, first
Chat comment gets a prize!



Accountant/auditor 

ethics is in the news 

again…



I am sure they have all 

taken lots of ethics 

courses…and there was 

not much at stake



It is hard to imagine it 

would be very different 

at other firms…

I am sure they 

have all taken 

lots of ethics 

courses…and 

there was not 

much at stake



Around the world



Around the world



Even worse in the USA!



What’s happening?

Please complete our Regulator’s 

exams 4 and 5 today. To save you 

time so you can focus on billable 

work, the correct answers are 

posted ____ 



CPAs cheating on PD hours

 I am aware of a lot of it going on, from multiple sources



An example

 I am annoyed about something I have discovered

 A guy paid me to teach him about ethics in this course!

 Then he was arrested for defrauding two of his employers, after he 

attended my ethics session!



This is the guy



Stories

 I am interested in ethics stories from participants

 Just have it typed in the Chat, I will give a prize for the first one



Codes



Your Code of Conduct

 I liked it!

 It is consistent with Canadian/Bermuda CPA Codes



Sample code of ethics





Reminder

 An internal Code of Conduct is useless unless it is followed

 I am sure yours is followed….



Key points



Key point

 Most people know the rules, but do they have the moral courage or 

backbone to follow them in tough situations – this is a key point, which I 

will repeat in different words again in this session



Another key point

 If your personal ethics before you became an accountant were very 

different from CPA/OAG/OCG ethics, it will be hard to follow those ethics

 If your personal ethics before you became an accountant were 

consistent with CPA/OAG/OCG ethics, it will be easier to follow those 

ethics



Where do people get their 

personal ethics – not just the 

Code

Prize, first to 

answer



Where do people get their 

personal ethics – not just the 

Code

For me:

 Parents/family

 Faith

 Examples/mentors

 What about you?



Where do people get their 

personal ethics – not just the 

Code

 This is a big topic, beyond this course

 I bet most of you have strong personal ethics, or you would not have 

achieved, what you have achieved….



A statement

 A reasonably ethical CEO of mine once said: “at the end of the day, all 

you have is your ethics”

 A good point

 You don’t have a job, but at least you have ethics, and you should be 

able to get another one

 A great resume but no ethics is no good



A statement

 People can take your money, job, freedom, but not your ethics/integrity, if 

you take a stand

 A proverb says:

 Better a poor person who walks in integrity than one who is crooked in 

speech and is a fool.



At the end, I will be asking you if you 

have a 

 PERSONAL ETHICS MANTRA OR ETHICS SUMMARY IN A FEW WORDS

 Think about this, don’t share it until I ask you …



Ethics decline



An illustration 

of ethical decline



Has this ever happened to you that 

you can recognize it now?

 Even if you didn’t realize it when it was happening…

 It can happen because others wear you down slowly

 Or you wear yourself down with progressively larger temptations/failures

 Another way of saying it is, your conscience got seared



Has this ever happened to you that 

you can recognize it now, with ethics?



The truth



The truth is important

 If you tell the truth, you don’t have to remember what you said

 We can all be tempted to lie at time, but no one likes to be lied to

 Everyone in the world wants more ethical behaviour from others



Audit



I “forgot” to tell you something



I forgot to tell you

 I was once contracted to work for the Office of the Auditor-General 

Canada, for a major audit, when I was at KPMG

 It was very interesting and eye-opening

 The OAG Canada has about 800 people now

 I have been audited by them many times where I worked



Auditors

 Who are the best auditors in Canada?

 I think they are the Auditor-Generals

 They do a careful job, with more experienced, they aren’t just trying make 

money fast, like an accounting firm, they are more independent

Seconded by 

government 

accountants

…



Ethics and your gut



Your gut

 Is something that is not addressed in the CPA Code of Ethics, or the OAG 

Code of Conduct, or any other courses that I have seen

 Let’s explore this topic together



Ethics - that feeling in “your gut”

 Something immediately bothers you about an order, a statement, a 

comment, body language, an action, a situation

 I think this is your gut warning you

 It is like an immediate reflex



What is it?

 You can’t put your finger exactly on it

 It may be your instinct

 Maybe you could also say it is your smell of the situation

 “Does it pass the sniff test?” is a famous saying

 It may be in part a physical feeling

 If something makes you almost feel sick, pay attention

 Someone said it is nausea or “that tingly feeling” 

 It is a flash of disapproval or caution?

I have 4 

grandchildren in 

diapers, and I love 

to help, so I also 

practice another 

kind of sniff test a 

lot!



What is it?

 It may be your instinct

 Maybe you could also say it is your smell of the situation

 “Does it pass the sniff test?” is a famous saying

 It may be in part a physical feeling

 If something makes you almost feel sick, pay attention

 Someone said “that tingly feeling” 

 It is a flash of disapproval or caution?



A new one

 Someone said it is their “spidey sense”

 I had to ask for an explanation…

 “Originally with reference to the fictional superhero Spider-Man: a supernatural ability 
or power to perceive things beyond the normal range of human senses, esp. impending 
danger.”  Oxford English Dictionary



What is it?

 Some would say your gut is your conscience or your moral compass

 Or your scruples

 I partly agree

 Is it your heart? 

 (There is a big question about where your conscience comes from, but 

this is beyond the scope of this course)

 But maybe we can’t quite define it, but that is OK

 Key point: your gut may be more reliable than your brain’s analysis



Not your gut

 Your gut is not your analysis of the situation

 Your analysis may result in you rationalizing

 (Your gut reaction give you no time to rationalize)

 Your gut does not look at or listen to arguments

 I think your gut, or your gut reaction is always instant, if it takes a while, 

then it is not your gut



That initial gut feeling is a pivotal point in 
making the right decisions

 Look back yourself at gut feelings that hit during past work decisions and 

assess its helpfulness and accuracy…

 And maybe some personal situations as well



Ignoring your gut – examples

 “I ignored my gut in an interview - one of the partners gave me a sketchy 

vibe. I ignored it -I ended up leaving the company”

 I have realized, that the worst company and boss I ever worked for, which 

I had to quit for ethical reasons, I had a small negative gut feeling, which I 

ignored, not a big one

 Do you have a story?  Ignoring, or listening to it outside OAG/OCG?

PRIZE



What do you think?

Ladies, if 

your intuition 

tells you he 

is a creep….

Moral 

intuition?



Another crazy story

 “Many years ago, as an articling student I was working through an 

audit….. The new executive director was so helpful in trying to track down 

information but all these red flags kept going off in our heads and in my 

gut.”

 “Fast forward 8 years or so, the executive director who was in charge 

during the period of "missing records" had returned for some period of 

time and was under investigation for fraud and stealing significant funds 

from the organization”

 “Canada wide warrants were issued for their arrest. They had apparently 

fled the country.... ”



Another crazy story

 “Many years ago as an articling student I was working through an 

audit….. The new executive director was so helpful in trying to 

track down information but all these red flags kept going off in our 

heads and in my gut.”

 “Fast forward 8 years or so, the executive director who was in 
charge during the period of "missing records" had returned for 

some period of time and was under investigation for fraud and 

stealing significant funds from the organization”

 “Canada wide warrants were issued for their arrest. They had 

apparently fled the country.... ”

As far as my 

research shows, 

they are still 

looking for her



Past polling question result

 Looking back, have you ever ignored your gut related to ethics and regretted it?

 Sample size about 100

 Yes 57%

This is huge for 

the profession!



Past polling question result

 Looking back, have you ever ignored your gut related to ethics and regretted it?

 Sample size about 100

 Yes 57%

It doesn’t 

necessarily 

mean they did 

something 

unethical….

Perhaps the 

other 43% 

listened to their 

gut and were 

glad....



Polling question

 Looking back, have you ever ignored your gut related to ethics and regretted it?

 Sample size about 100

 Yes 57%



Regrets

10:30:58 From Kristine To Everyone:

 I interviewed for a role at a software company.  After my interview they asked me not to contact the recruiter I was working with so they could

 renegotiate the terms of their placement agreement.  My gut told me this was a red flag, but I took the job.  

I later found out the CFO was using customer funds that should have been held in trust to pay operating expenses.  I left the company shortly after.



Listening to gut, positive

POSTED PUBLICLY BY A CPA, AFTER THEY HEARD ME SPEAK ABOUT THIS 
TOPIC

 I was once requested to enter "JE" which was not clear to me. I had a gut feeling 
that I should put "stop" bottom and seek for a professional advice. I did that. I 
don't go into the details but after a couple of meetings including some key people, 
I decided to leave. It was the best decision of my life.



You don’t have a very good gut on 

ethics

 If your gut has been clearly wrong many times, i.e. it did not sound the 

alarm, when it should have, you probably shouldn’t rely on it much to help 

you

 If a person has no conscience, I am not sure they will have a lot of “ethics 

gut”, for example a sociopath or hardened criminal or lying politician…

 Your experience is the test over time

 Hopefully, it can be improved…

 Maybe this and my other courses can help…



This is gut is related to your 

investigative gut

 Experienced accountants often have their gut telling them “there 

something funny going on here…”

 Fraud, etc

 This is also very important



Back to the model



Issue

My ethics decision model

Apply Granger’s 
Framework 1 & 2

Dr Magee’s 3 
key questions

Consider 
Stochastical 

Ethics Theorem

Reach 
conclusion

Shack & Voles 

Considerations (Part 2)

This was 

a joke!



This is my model

Issue

Toss a coin

Talk to your dog

Bang head on 
table 3 X

Ask your Mum

Reach 
conclusion

Consult a 5 year 
old

Go for a long 
walk

Subject to 

confidentiality



This is my model

Issue

Toss a coin

Talk to your dog

Bang head on 
table 3 X

Ask your Mum

Reach 
conclusion

Consult a 5 year 
old

Go for a long 
walk

Another 

joke!



My thoughts on this model that I have 

made up

 Your gut is best for avoiding bad things

1. If you gut says no, don’t do it

2. If your gut doesn’t say anything, turn to the Code and the laws and analyze, don’t 
assume it is OK

 I would never say only go with your gut, negative or positive in all situations for 
everyone



So here is my real model in a flow 

chart…

Issue

No gut reaction

Your gut says no

Don’t do it

Review Code of 
Conduct/laws, 

get advice

Reach 
conclusion

Engage brain to 
analyze



Feedback



A different gut example

 Our daughter is asked to go to a sleepover with a family at age 11

 Something bothered both my wife and I, and we said no you can’t go

 About 18 years later, we learned that an older teenage brother had 

molested several young girls who had slept over around that time frame…

 Has this other gut ever saved your/your family from danger?



Think about it



Ethics

 Make doing the right thing easier, by maintaining strong personal 

finances $ (and reduces temptation!)

 In a situation, think about being in court_or at the disciplinary 

hearing or in the news



Cases and teaching



Let’s go through some mini cases

 Mixed with more teaching



Ethics case 

 My company borrowed money from a company wholly-owned by my 

company’s controlling shareholder & CEO: The amount outstanding on 

this promissory note shall bear interest at a rate of nine per cent (9%) per 

annum. (approved by the Board, including independent directors, about 

two years ago, interest is overdue)

 Instruction from the controlling shareholder & CEO: “Record interest on this 

loan, compounded daily at 9%, and pay it to my company”

 Question: How would you handle this, solve it?  Think about the layers of 

issues, not the first issue

56% my employer

Loan

100%CEO

No implications from this in 
the Note’s clauses



Comments

 Someone said: “Steve, first I need to know my salary…!”

 Note: the right thing to do is independent of your salary!



Mini case

 Do this first: explain interest rates, 9% compounded daily is 9.4% per 

annum, this increases the loan rate, not acceptable – not consistent with 

agreement, rips off minority shareholders

 Even if not material, the auditors will be all over this due to the minority 

interest impact…



Mini case

 The ethical way to get around the problem: get the Board to approve the 

revised interest rate on the note:

 Lesson: the right approvals sometimes deal with the ethical issue, in 

business and government

In real life the CEO would not go
back to the Board and was annoyed
at me, but didn’t fire me…



You ask

 Suppose the approval should not have been given?

 This sometimes happens, we will do a case later on this



Real life situation

 A person wants to do something unethical in my employer

 I say no, but if you propose this resolution to the Board of Directors, you 

could make this legitimate 

 But this is to teach them a lesson, the resolution sounds so ridiculous – so 

they back off

 You could sometimes do the same, get their approval and it will be fine, 

so they back off in embarrassment



The most crooked audit firm of all 

time?







The boss/colleague who is tempted re 

ethics

 Sometimes you can reform them, if they are only slightly unethical

 “This is why we can’t do this and these are all the implications of doing 

what you suggested”

 “You will never win in the end, going this way”, eventually, people will find 

out

 “Let’s always take the ethical ”high road”



A story

 Owner won’t pay royalty agreed to in a court settlement

 CFO keeps insisting it be paid

 The owner throws a pencil at the CFO!

 Owner finally says, “I hate you and love you because of your honesty, I will 

pay it!

 Deep down, they know it is best to be surrounded honest people



Many have quit jobs after listening to 

me speak on ethics….an example

 “I quit my job on January 13, because I had a professional obligation to 

quit as required by the CPA Code of Professional Conduct ..the course 

that I took with you this fall …helped me make this very hard decision.”



Any questions?



A question



A question

 A woman wanted to know what 2+ 2 was so she went and asked a ______



She asked

 An engineer



She asked

 An engineer

 A lawyer



She asked

 An engineer

 A lawyer

 A statistician



She asked

 An engineer

 A lawyer

 A statistician

 A humanities student



She asked

 An engineer

 A lawyer

 A statistician

 A humanities student

 An Arthur Anderson partner….



Result

 An engineer

 A lawyer

 An Arthur Anderson partner….



She asked

 An engineer

 A lawyer

 A statistician

 A humanities student

 An Arthur Anderson partner….

 An OAG/OCG Bermuda auditor/accountant…

 Who said: I have audited 2+2 under generally accepted audited 

standards and conclude that that in all material respects it sums to 4



A question

 A woman wanted to know what 2+ 2 was so she went and asked a ______

 Note: we don’t do our reporting with a pre-determined result in mind, 

although someday, someone will say to you, “I don’t like this result, can’t it 

be _____”….

 We tell it like it is



Ethics courses

 The other day my wife said “I think politicians should have to take ethics 

PD hours….”

 Is anyone willing to second the motion – for all politicians on the world, 

let’s not pick on one country

 Some say it wouldn’t change them…



Embarrassing for Canadian OAG 

team

 They called our CFO to say “oops, we have lost without trace one our 

audit bags, full of (sensitive) files from your audit”

 The government entity I was working with was in the nuclear industry, so 

extra sensitive….



Gray?



Some might say, “it’s just a gray 

area…”



“It’s just a gray area…”

 No, ultimately, if it looks gray, it needs to be pushed into one of these 

boxes for your own decision:



“It’s just a gray area”

 Name of a seminar by a CFO who got out of jail: The gradual slippage 

from “it’s just a gray area to what were we thinking?”

 Little matters become big matters, little compromises become big 

compromises



Scrushy’s 
CFO Beam went 
to jail 



Note

 A lot of unethical behaviour seems to come from over-bearing, no one 

dares to question, founding CEOs of companies 

 I have seen this myself…     

 The government equivalent is some politicians and founding CEOs of 

agencies              



Question

 Does saying, “I was just following my boss’ orders”, avoid ethical 

problems?

 Answer: no!

 Nor in the world of war crimes



Nuremberg trials 1945-46 of Nazi 

leaders for war crimes

I was just following Hitler’s orders,
I am not responsible



Conclusion at Nuremburg

 “Superior orders, even to a soldier, cannot be considered in mitigation 

where crimes as shocking and extensive have been committed 

consciously, ruthlessly and without military excuse or justification”



The answer



Or our world

 You are responsible for your conduct…



Awkward…



Scenario

 A Canadian CPA is in charge of the Provincial Land Registry Office audit for  the first time, 
working for the Provincial Office of The Auditor General and has a rare family name

 CPA has noted numerous internal control weaknesses, which they are delighted in 
finding, because the Auditor’s Internal Control Weakness Report, required by status for 
the agency, will look really good to the boss, it is already 11 pages long

 The day before the Report is issued, CPA has dinner with his parents who are visiting and 
who have the same unusual family name

 When they ask CPA what has been keeping CPA busy,  CPA mentions the Provincial 
Land Registry Office audit

 The parents said: “have your seen our re-zoning file? Perhaps you can get them to speed 
it up?”

 Required: What should CPA do/not do?



Comments

 A potentially difficult situation

 Asking the Office to speed up Mum and Dad’s file would compromise 

audit independence and likely be inappropriate

 Delivering a heavy Internal Control Weakness Report under CPA’s family 

name, could result in the Office slowing down Mum and Dad’s file in 

revenge

 To hold back on the Internal Control Weakness Report for possible family 

gain would also be unethical



Right versus wrong



What is the correct question?

 “What are the rules on this?” or

 What is right and what is wrong here?

 I think we need to ask both, and step back from the rules alone

 By rules I mean the Code, the relevant laws, the contract, etc



What is the correct question?

 “What are the rules on this?” or

 What is right and what is wrong here?

 I think we need to ask both, and step back from the rules alone

 By rules I mean the Code, the relevant laws, the contract, etc



Another way of saying it

 There is lots of behaviour in business, which does not break any laws, nor 

the Code, but which we would all find objectionable if it was done to us

 It is also against our conscience

 “Ethics are more important than laws.” - Wynton Marsalis.

 I won’t get into the huge philosophical question of where right and wrong 

come from

 But I would say if the sense of right and wrong just come from ourselves 

rather than outside, we have the Hitler problem, he thought he was doing 

right



Ethics - business



A story

 A man I know indirectly is a partner in a two person Veterinarian business

 He get seriously ill and takes time off because he can’t work, and to 

recover

 As a year approaches, his partner counsels him: “take your time, don’t 

rush coming back, make sure you get well”

 He comes back to work, after a little more than a year



A story

 Partner tells him:  “under Clause X of the partnership agreement, an 

absence from active participation in the business of more than one year 

means that I have automatically acquired your partnership interest and 

furthermore, under our Non-Compete agreement, you are forbidden from 

practicing Veterinary medicine within 50 km of the office, for a period of 

two years…”

 A lawyer would say the Partner did absolutely nothing legally wrong

 You and I and just about anybody would say that stinks and is 
fundamentally deceitful and immoral….



Case 

 Rollon Construction, owned by Sam Rollon does residential construction 

projects (I know him slightly in real life, name changed)

 Sam informs Franco, a home framing business owner, that he will be doing 

a large development project in a certain town starting September, and to 

start getting his team ready because Franco will get the framing contract

 Franco starts hiring and sourcing supplies

 Then Sam tells Franco the framer, “I have decided to give the contract to 

someone else…”

 What do you think of this?



Case - analysis

 There wasn’t even a verbal contract between the two, comprising 

offer/acceptance/consideration that is legally binding

 Therefore, there is absolutely nothing legally or contractually wrong with 

this

 Franco is furious, and any unbiased observer would say this also stinks



Case - analysis

 Who would want to do business with this guy?

 Most would say Sam created a moral obligation, even if not legally 

required, a handshake commitment

 I couldn’t work for or with a guy like Sam, even though no legal issue, 

could you?



More examples

 There is nothing stopping us from doing that in the contract, but is it right?”

 “There is no rule against this, but should we do this?”

 “Under their Employment Agreement we can do ____, but is it right?”

 The laws allow this, but should we do it?

 Actually, this skirts the conflict of interest rules, but should I?

 “I shook hands on it, but I didn’t sign anything, therefore I can…”



A way to broach the issue of what 

is right versus the rules

 “I know there is no rule against it, but it feels wrong to me. Can we talk 

about it?”

 CPA Magazine, November 2016, Karen Wensley



Interesting quote

 “In law, a person is guilty when he violates the rights of another. In ethics 

he is guilty if he only thinks of doing so.”

 - Immanuel Kant.

 Do you have a good ethics quote to share?



Jokes on junior auditors

 I have created or collected about 75 of them



“There is a high risk of fraud on this 

audit”



“Your job is to discretely look for 

employees with very expensive 

clothes and document your findings”



You ask if I play ice hockey, since I am 

Canadian

 Of course, I play three times a week and have a game, one hour after this 

is over

 I have also built a backyard hockey rink for about 31 years….
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About 90 tons 
of water!





Auditors are like referees/umpires….
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Referees/umpires and auditors 

 Have an important job

 Have a pressure job

 Are not paid well

 Must be independent

 Must make fast decisions, using professional judgement, versus a set of 

criteria/rules

 Are never noticed if they do a good job

 But they draw a lot of attention if they make a mistake
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Confidentiality 

challenges



Let’s review the rule



Confidentiality –Canada/Bermumda 

except Quebec

 Rule 208.1 

 A member or firm shall not disclose any confidential information concerning the affairs of any client, 
former client, employer or former employer except when: 

 (a) properly acting in the course of carrying out professional duties; 

 (b) such information should properly be disclosed for purposes of Rules 101, 211 or302; 

 (c) such information is required to be disclosed by order of lawful authority or, in the proper exercise of 
its duties, by CPA Ontario; 

 (d) justified in order to defend the member, firm or any associates or employees of the member or firm, 
against any lawsuit or other legal proceeding or against alleged professional misconduct or in any legal 
proceeding for recovery of unpaid professional fees and disbursements, but only to the extent necessary 
for such purpose; or 

 (e) the client, former client, employer or former employer, as the case may be, has provided consent to 
such disclosure.



Story from a past participant

 “My firm was engaged to complete the T5013s for a limited partnership. Previously the 
work had been completed by another accounting firm. As I’m reviewing the completed 
file, I note that over $1.3 million was raised but now there was barely any money in the 
partnership. I asked my manager where the money went. She didn’t know.”

 “After investigating, we found that the promoter had used all the money personally for 
her and her immediate family. There was nothing left in the accounts. “

Remember 

CPA 

Confidentiality!



Story from a past participant

 “My firm was engaged to complete the T5013s for a limited partnership. Previously the 
work had been completed by another accounting firm. As I’m reviewing the completed 
file, I note that over $1.3 million was raised but now there was barely any money in the 
partnership. I asked my manager where the money went. She didn’t know.”

 “After investigating, we found that the promoter had used all the money personally for 
her and her immediate family. There was nothing left in the accounts.”  I looked at the 
list of investors:

My aunt!
Uncle Jay!

My high 

school friend



This is a real example of

 Conflicts between personal interest and one’s duty as an auditor



Story from a past participant

 “I called the CPA asking for advice on the matter. Their response was, under the rules of 
professional conduct I could not disclose the criminal activity. They said they would 
hold the information in my file for the discipline committee.”

 “I felt sick but was bound by the professional rules of conduct.” 

 “I withdrew from the engagement and never completed the assignment.”



Added by the CPA later



When an ethics 

challenge comes up



Ethics – some questions

 Consider your reputation/reputation of  profession

 Would you be proud of your actions?

 Think about your whole career, not just the moment

 Would you tell your son/daughter to do it?



Ethics - pragmatically

 Make your ethical standards clear to all

 Then they will respect you



Key
CPA 
ethics
rule



Key rule, Bermuda/Canada except 

Quebec



Excerpt from a past employment 

contract



What to do under pressure

 Play dumb (may help you get around a problem - won’t help in 

court/disciplinary proceedings – example later)

 Tell them to put it in writing

 Suppose they refuse? Send them an email to confirm the instructions

 Explain the situation in another way





The correct invoice



They want this



A government interview and ethics



A government interview and ethics

 Job interview question: “the Deputy Minister gets a bonus for spending less 

than X on ____. Would you book costs in the incorrect account, to ensure 

the DM gets their bonus?”

 His answer: No, I wouldn’t

 Result: He did not get the job

 Conclusion: He is still not sure what they were looking for  –  an ethical 

person or a crooked accountant…



Another one



A CFO job interview – a man I 

know

 At the interview, they couldn’t give clear answers and some things were 

strange

 His “gut” told don’t work there….

 He told them “I think you will have to hire someone else, I am not the right 

guy for the job”

 The organization was ……Air Ornge



The organization – before the 

scandal blew up
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Easier said than done

 All this talk about ethics, is easier said than done

 Easy to talk about in a webinar, but hard to practice

 You gain confidence when you push back successfully on an ethical 

challenge, that you can handle future ones…



Audit compromise



A thought

 For 30 years plus we have heard, audits are obsolete, need to change 

with the times, are not needed, are not effective, etc.

 There is some truth to this, but if public companies/governments were not 

audited, the amount of cheating that would take place, would be 

incredible

 Comments?



Have the courage and determination 

to follow the professional standards 

always



Audit compromise comment

 There are never ending audit failures, high profile as well as small

 I can’t think of any where there was a failure of audit procedures to 

detect a problem

 They are basically always bad, deliberate decisions by audit leadership

 We are all embarrassed by them, even though we were not involved



Ethics and professional standards 

ignored…AUDIT result

SINO-FOREST AUDIT



Ethics and professional standards 

ignored…AUDIT result



Ethics and professional standards 

ignored…AUDIT result



Story from a past participant

 “I was recruited to join a national firm’s small-town office from a Big Four firm.”

 “The first audit was the local Cooperative, where our audit procedures determined there 
was $1 million dollars in uncollectable receivables.”

 “Management wanted to only recognize $30,000 in bad debts”

 “I proposed a denial of opinion”

 “The partner said the opinion needed to be changed to a clean opinion since the 
cooperative paid the firm a large fee, prior to even reviewing the file. I responded that 
head office should review the file. He said if I called head office I would be fired.  My 
wife was expecting a baby, we did not have much savings.”

 “I called head office”



Story from another participant today

 “The head office appointed the local office to review the file. They liked the fee, agreed 
with management, and raised the bad debt to $40,000. At the annual meeting, the 
members challenged the bad debt expense. Management raised the bad debt expense 
to $75,000.”

 “Six months later they wrote off an additional $925,000 and were put into receivership 
by the Royal Bank”

 “I started my firm March 27,____ the date I was fired, and I still operate it today”



Comments

 Fantastic to stand up to the firm, when young, in first job, with a tough 

family situation

 A motivation to practice on his own, ethically…I have heard of that from 

others as well



Comments



Comments from the case contributor 

later

I know this 

amazing guy, 

ethical and 

successful



Similar for me, but smaller

 When I was at KPMG, I flatly refused to sign on two different sections of 

files, because I thought they were wrong unless changed

 One was the plausibility of a gross profit % in a review engagement, and 

one was public company lease disclosures

 This was not taken to kindly, but I was right in the end



“Phantom ticker”

 Do you know what this meant in the old days in audit?

 A person who would hand write in the audit file, beside a tick mark:

  Agreed to supporting invoice

  Agreed to journal entry

 But they actually didn’t do what the audit tick mark said they did, so they 
were called “phantom tickers”

 I know one who became a partner, his one review of one of my files had 
no questions, extremely rare…



Interesting comment

I would call this a 

phantom clicker!



Funding applications



Scenario

 We want government funding for a new university grad hire

 In a rush to get them working for us, we extend an offer which is accepted

 The government funding program says it doesn’t apply if you have 

already hired the new grad

 A colleague says “just lay him off, apply for the funding and then re-hire 

him after the funding is approved”

 How would you respond? What does your gut say? Is there a solution?



Analysis

 It smells bad to me, due to the form of the documents, my gut is saying 

this

 These programs are subject to detailed audit

 Ask the government funding agency what they would do for our situation 

explaining the rush

 Or footnote the actual facts in the funding request to let them decide (full 

disclosure)

 But I would not do it



Another option

 Write a fake article to scare the colleague 

 I have done something like this in real life to scare a colleague on ethics in 

another context, here is how it would work here…



www.provincialnews.com/fraud

Provincial government auditors uncover 

hiring fraud

Investigators for the provincial government have 

uncovered several cases of situations where 

employers tried to claim money to fund new hires, 

but the hires were already in place.  The 

government levied fines up to $20,000 on the 

employers…..



Note

 You may have seen this kind of thing from the other side…



Advice?

 I have had the company lawyer say just put fake addresses for employees 

in a certain province, so that some provincial funding would be received

 No, that is fraud….



Obviously, we need a lawyer joke

Question:  Did you hear about the group of terrorists that kidnapped 

4,000 lawyers attending a convention?

Answer: Yes, they threated the government that they would release 

one every hour if their demands were not met



Question

 Do you think lawyers are less ethical than accountants…?



Proof

 CPA Quebec, 45,000 members and students, 14 disciplinary notices, Jan 

1-May 22, 2020 .031%

 Law Society of Upper Canada (Ontario), about 50,000 members, 181 

disciplinary notices, Jan 1-May 22, 2020 .362%

 11.6 more times conduct/ethical issues!



Playing dumb and 

creativity applied



Case

 The CEO claims medical expenses not covered in her comp package, 

Chair of the Board has approved this, cheque is in the CFO’s in-basket, 

CEO has signed it, waiting for 2nd signature

 What should the CFO do?



Analysis

 Play dumb: To Board chair: did your assistant miss this? 

 Did the Board just amend her comp package without telling me?

 You could charge the amount to loan CEO



Note

 “Playing dumb” allows the person not be embarrassed about their error 

possibly unethical person or to be beat a graceful retreat, rather than 

getting defensive and fighting you if they were in fact unethical….



Recommendation 

 Ultimately, can’t sign. Don’t break company policy



Creative solution

 He prepared his own fake policy-breaking claim

 She refused it

 He reminded her of her claim

 She tore it up

 CEO’s hypocrisy revealed, she realized she was being 

unethical, problem solved without a word. 

 Lesson: Sometimes there is a creative solution, although there 

are risks.



Notes 

 To protect myself in a case like this, I would send an email to a colleague 

beforehand, saying my expense claim is not real, it is a test…in case she 

approved my claim…



Tip

 I tell all my staff, no matter what level, that if they are uncomfortable with 

any instructions from anyone, they can disregard them until they talk to 

me

 This empowers people at all levels, including those who may not 

understand some complexities, to get help/support from me, especially if 

something bothers their gut

 This protects me from getting in trouble if one of my team got pushed on 

something bad, behind my back, by a more senior person



Lessons from tests

 “In school you are given the lesson and then there is a test.   In life, you 

are tested first and learn the lesson after.”  Source unknown

 We learn a lot from our ethics tests (and other tests in life)



Someone wrote to me recently

 After watching one of my video courses

 “Research has shown people retain information/knowledge more if told in 

story form”

 I think that is in part, why my courses are popular, as well as humour and 

practicality



Recent comment from a course 

participant

 “Ethics issues sound so clear in the classroom, but in real life they are 

incredibly stressful!”

 I agree, I have been hugely stressed at times on ethical issues in my 

career

 Maybe I am partly bald, due to ethics issues in my career, or is it genetic?



More advice

Ethics – good to think about 

the precedent and next time, 

and bigger $...- the slippery 

slope, hard to get back up

Have you ever 

tried to stop on a 

water slide?



A profound quote

 “We do not err because truth is difficult to see.  It is visible at a glance.  

We err because this is more comfortable.” Alexander Solzhenitsyn

My paraphrase:

 We don’t get into ethics trouble because we missed the problem.  

Our gut told us about it right away.  Then we went along with it, 

because that was easier than taking a stand.



Joke

 Question: What did the ethics teacher say to the art teacher?

 Answer: You have to draw the line somewhere



A good comment, just after 

resignation

 “I just faced and am living through making a choice for my ethics. It’s 

scary with no income coming in but I can sleep at night”

 We all want to sleep well at night

 His gut is probably no longer bothering him



Fascinating comment in an ethics 

course I taught recently

➢ “Very informative for me as a non-accountant who is trying to keep the 

accountants honest!”

➢ (Usually it is the accountant trying to keep the others honest!)



Hiring ethical people



Ethics and those under you

 Theodore Roosevelt, US President 1901-1909

 During his time as a rancher, Theodore Roosevelt and one of his cowpunchers lassoed a 
maverick steer, lit a fire, and prepared the branding irons. The part of the range they 
were on was claimed by Gregor Lang, one of Roosevelt's neighbors. According to the 
convention in ranching, the steer therefore belonged to Lang. As his cowboy applied the 
brand, Roosevelt said, "Wait, it should be Lang's brand."

 "That's all right, boss," said the cowboy.

 "But you're putting on my brand," Roosevelt said.

 "That's right," said the man.

 "Drop that iron," Roosevelt demanded, "and get back to the ranch and get out. I don't 
need you anymore. A man who will steal for me will steal from me."



Chat question: is silence/keeping 

quiet unethical?

 I would say it can be

 Here is a situation where I decided not to keep quiet about ethics, even 

though I had no legal or Code obligation to do what I did and it was risky 

in terms of possibly getting fired…

 I was a CFO

 I felt the CEO of a private company was treating the Board like 

mushrooms



A CEO was treating the Board like 

mushrooms

Keeping them in 

the dark, feeding 

them manure



What I did

 I felt the CEO of a private company was treating the Board like 

mushrooms, i.e. keeping them in the dark and misleading them

 I decided the Board should be informed, even though the CEO would not 

like it

 I didn’t want to go behind the CEO’s back to do this, I don’t like going 

behind people’s backs

 So I did it in front of her, by an email she was copied on

 Immediately, all the independent Board members quit, I remember one 

thanked me later and referred me two jobs

The CEO was not happy, 
but didn’t fire me…



Discussion topic

 How to interview a candidate to see if they are ethical

 Some would say, just ask them if they are ethical

 And they will likely answer they are ethical if they are unethical, and you 

will have learned nothing

 Saying “convince me you are ethical” is a little better”

 Do you just trust your gut based on appearance, body language, etc?

 I am not sure…appearances can be deceptive, more on that later

 I want you to brainstorm ways to ensure you only hire ethical candidates, 

in your groups

Virtual 

interviews 

mean body 

language is 

harder to 

pick up….



Do you have any thoughts?



Responses



What about this idea?

 Please spell “ethics”

 If they can’t spell it, don’t hire them, they are definitely questionable



Different kinds of responses

This assumes a 

CPA…..



What do you think?



More 

Gut



Some other ideas from me

 “Look, we can only hire if you add in your resume that you have 

experience with the  Peachtree system, according to my boss.  I know you 

don’t, but I want to hire you”

 “Give me two ways you could trick an auditor who may be looking at our 

_____”

 “We cook the books here, are you a good at that?  Give me past career 

examples that demonstrate that you are good at this”

 And when they try to walk out or give a good answer congratulate 

them…
I have never 

actually done this, 

but I am thinking 

about it…



Some other ideas from me

 “Look, we can only hire if you add in your resume that you have 

experience with the  Peachtree system, according to my boss.  I know you 

don’t, but I want to hire you”

 “Give me two ways you could trick a tax auditor who may be looking at 

our _____”

 “We cook the books here, are you a good at that?  Give me past career 

examples that demonstrate that you are good at this”

 And when they try to walk out or give a good answer congratulate 

them…
My problem: From 

googling me, they will 

know I speak on ethics, 

and will realize it is a 

test…



Another strategy

 Ask them “have you ever been unethical – any context?”

 How will an unethical person answer?

 Probably by dismissing the question, admitting no flaws, claiming to be 

perfectly ethical….

 An ethical person who is really honest will probably admit something

 I have dropped some of my ethical failings into a few of my courses 

including this one



More

 Consider their employment history, types of employer can be an 

indication

 Check their social media history, do a criminal record check

 Also, check their references



Several past participants said

 “A man who will steal for me will steal from me” was one of their favourite 

lines from the course…



What is this?

 An ancient Aztec battle weapon?

 A musical instrument?

 No, a trumpet squash, or trumpetta

 They taste good and last a long time…

 New thought, this is not a hidden political

      message (USA)



A different kind of 

stealing





The video link

 Funny boss stealing idea video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zNCrMEOqHpc


Stealing

 I think we could all agree that stealing is wrong and Bermuda’s laws 

agree

 But what about stealing by taking other’s ideas at work, and presenting 

them as one’s own , or not giving credit, where credit is due?

 Your boss presents your idea as their idea in the organization



Comments

Please don’t 

ever do it, it 

is unethical!







 A man in a hot air balloon realized he was lost so he reduced altitude and 
spotted a woman below. He descended a bit more and shouted,  "Excuse 
me, I promised some politicians I would meet them an hour ago, but I don’t 
know where I am?“        The woman below says, "You are in a hot air balloon, 
hovering about 100 feet above the ground and are at 40 degrees north 
latitude and 59 degrees west longitude, “  "You must be Bermuda government 
accountant," said the balloonist.  "I am" replied the woman. "how did you 
know?“    Well answered the balloonist, everything you told me is technically 
correct, but useless!  I have no idea what to make of your information,. The 
fact is, I am still lost.  Frankly, you have not been much help so far.                 
The woman below responded, "You must senior bureaucrat with the Bermuda 
government.“ "I am" replied the balloonist, "but how did you know?“             
"Well", said the woman, "you don't know where you are, or where you're going. 
You have risen to where you are due to a large quantity of hot air.  You made 
promises to politicians), which you had no idea how to keep,  and you expect 
me to solve your problems. The fact is you are in exactly the same position 
before we met, but now somehow it's my fault."



Quotes

 “Ethical decisions ensure that everyone’s best interests are protected. 

When in doubt, don’t.”  

 -Harvey Mackay.

 “The truth of the matter is that you always know the right thing to do. The 

hard part is doing it.”

 - Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf



I am fortunate

 I never, ever, heard or heard of my parents tell a lie, even a white lie

 Honesty was modeled



More audit humour



A farmer was in a field with an auditor



`



`

AUDITOR



`



`

What colour was it 
last year?



`

Tell me management’s representations
 as to the colour, and I will audit
those representations



`

I don’t know, you tell me, it’s 
your horse..



`

I need to get documentation
for the horse’s colour…



`

Wash it first, and then I will 
issue an opinion on the colour



`

It’s immaterial



`

First, prove it is 
your horse



`

Brown



`

Brown, on this side



Blackmail and ethics



Blackmail & ethics

 I would suggest that you want to avoid a situation where others can 

blackmail you to push you to be unethical

 Troublesome areas: gambling, marriage, drugs, financial difficulty

 Or doing some unethical things which they could report you for, then 

they push you to do more unethical things

 There is also a kind of self blackmail, via drug addiction

 A recent CPA Ontario ethics hearing I attended

 CPA was losing CPA for stealing $3M from their employer, due to a 

drug habit…she had also gone to jail



Are there good people and bad 

people out there?

 “If only there were evil people somewhere insidiously committing 

evil deeds, and it were necessary only to separate them from the rest of us 

…. But the line dividing good and evil cuts through the heart of 

every human being” (Solzhenitsyn)



Suggestion

 Let’s all evaluate our own hearts…



Confession

 A long time ago, I was not that ethical

 One day, I “stole” a short long-distance call from my government 

employer!

 I would never steal goods from a store, but I rationalized it somehow

 (I paid it back)

 This was when I was young and foolish, I reformed shortly after, it is a long 

story…



A course teaches the following 

are needed for fraud to take 

place

 Opportunity

 Incentive

 Rationale

 (one might add: the idea that no one will ever find out about it)

 But I would say if you have strong ethics, it does not matter!



Mini case with lessons



Case

 I must sign a document for the bank, on the receivables at May 31 
that will be borrowed against for loan purposes with the bank at 75%

 CEO wants to include receivables for which credit notes have been issued 
since May 31. Bank agreement doesn’t discuss the treatment of credit notes

 What should I do?

 Solution: Probably mis-leading, therefore unethical, receivables don’t really 
exist for all intents & purposes. Therefore cannot, unless CEO allows me to 
disclose this situation in a note

 Lesson: Full disclosure sometimes takes away the ethical dilemma, the 
communication is no longer misleading.  Be extra careful when you sign things

This is basically from my 

career experience…



A recent personal ethical issue

 I am in a store and a break some merchandise!

 I did full disclosure to take away the ethical issue…They said “don’t worry 

sir”



More points



Recent unethical conduct

 By a CPA, against me…

 They copied most of my best-selling course (Practical Tips for Controllers  

CFOs), word-for-word, story-for-story, slide-for-slide, and started selling at 

triple the normal price

 I went after them successfully as I own the copyright and I was able to get 

them to stop and pay their profits, partner profits and damages to me

 It was interesting that they did not copy the ethics part of the course!



Ethics

 Taking a stand is not easy, the human side is a huge issue

 Easier if you are 64 years old and your retirement savings are set

 Big 4 accounting firm partner’s email to me, after resigning a position due 
to ethics: “we wish there were more CFOs like you” – they resigned as 
auditors…

 (They got me my next job…)



A really crooked accountant

 My career paralleled this guy’s

 We both were planning to become CAs

 He was at PWC, I was at KPMG in Ontario

 I passed

 He failed

 He now lives near Kingston, Ontario

 Here is his home:



Here is his home:



 Here is his home



Probably the 

most notorious 

murderer in 

Canadian 

history



Ethics - comments

 “A person without ethics is a wild beast loosed upon the world”

 If you don’t have integrity in one area, you don’t have integrity

 My belief and experience:

 Integrity = success (in the long run)
Proverb: He who walks in integrity, 
walks securely….



Winning in the end

 I think you basically never win in the end with lack of ethics, with rare 

exceptions

 The companies that I have worked that were less ethical and I left, have 

never done well… they don’t win in the end

 Receivership, never making profits, in limbo etc.

 One of my most ethical former employers, I received $56K of dividends 

from last year, small shareholdings plus $7K today, just got the email!



“Do as you would be done by” and 

ethics

 If everybody practiced this, there would be no ethics problems

 The most unethical person in the world doesn’t want to be cheated by 

others

 No one wants to be treated unethically by others, so don’t do it to 

anyone else

 Another way of saying it is “love your neighbour as yourself”



Let’s be consistent – don’t lie to:

 The boss

 The shareholders

 The regulators

 The bank

 CRA

 Customers

 Suppliers

 Spouse

 Kids

 Friends

 Neighbors, etc



A recent personal challenge

 I have to be careful what I say due to confidentiality

 I was approached to do some “work” through a third party you would all 

know, for a huge company that you all know the name of

 This company is one of the most criminal companies of all time, based on 

well-known public information

 I believe the company has not ceased this

 I decided to decline, although a high profile assignment



Some good quotes

“Our very lives depend on the ethics of strangers....

 - Bill Moyer

“Your reputation is more important than your pay check, and your integrity is 

worth more than your career.”

 - Ryan Freitas



What is your ethics “mantra”?

 Someone once said in one of my courses: “Honesty is not the best policy”

 I was concerned!

 Then they said: “It is the only policy”

 All together:  Honest is not the best policy, it is the only policy

 This is obviously their mantra

 I have used the following mantra for years, especially when advising 

others: Just do the right thing and don’t worry



Who are the most crooked 

accountants in Canada over the last 

20 years or so?

 (One person immediately answered: a certain Big Four firm)

 I can say this with full confidence, substantiated and true

 There are very, very large amounts of money involved

 Huge accounting mis-statements

 Which to a certain extent, impact you and I..



Who are the most crooked 

accountants in Canada over 

the last 20 years or so?

 Hint 1: They don’t work in businesses or the NFP sector, or even for 

accounting firms
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Who are the most crooked 

accountants in Canada over 

the last 20 years or so?

 Hint 1: They don’t work in businesses or the NFP sector, or even for 

accounting firms
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Who are the most crooked 

accountants in Canada over 

the last 20 years or so?

 Hint 1: They don’t work in businesses or the NFP sector, or even for 

accounting firms

 Hint 2: Arguably, it’s their bosses pushing them who are even more 

crooked! But they should resist!

 Hint 3: The witness against them is the provincial Auditor-Generals

 Answer: Senior government accountants, mostly provincial
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So

 Let’s take a tour of Canada’s 10 provinces to meet them, west to east…



BC
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BC
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Alberta
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Saskatchewan
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Errors?



Saskatchewan
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Manitoba
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Manitoba
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Ontario
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Quebec
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New Brunswick 
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PEI (City)



Newfoundland
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Nova Scotia

 I could not find anything!



Some I got from CPAs who 

watched the course video

 illegetimi non carberendum

 Oh, this is Latin 

 It means: “Never let them grind you down”

 “You reap what you sow”

 “Set an example for others by your ethical conduct“

 “Right is might”



Some I got from CPAs who 

watched the course video

 « What would Keanu do »

 “Would my mother be proud of me?”

 “Do unto others what you would have them do unto you”

 “If it doesn't feel right, it's because it isn’t”

 “Do the right thing and sleep well at night”

 “Stay accountable and true to yourself”



What is your ethics “mantra”?

 Share yours, that you have had for a while…

 Or that that you made up right now

 It could be a quote from someone, it doesn’t matter

Prize, for 

my 

favourite



Government procurement and ethics

 And conflicts of interest are big issues



Public sector procurement ethics story 

– a friend 

 “I was given the responsibility for a -- project” (federal government)

 “My project evaluation team selected a small company … This decision 

was a great disappointment to three of the largest -- companies in 

Canada”

 “These three companies….formed an unprecedented consortium” 



Procurement ethics

 “The consortium’s proposal for the second phase was quite deficient in its 

technical aspects. Furthermore, their proposed cost was (way higher)”

 “My boss repeatedly gave the hint that I ought to follow the instruction 

given (that consortium should win for political reasons) I had no choice 

but to bring these distinctive differences to the attention of the --”



Procurement ethics

 “My big boss asked my supervisor to inform me that “he wants blood on 

the floor.” 

 “Shortly afterwards, my big boss decreed that my Section would be 

closed and I got the notice to be transferred out of my job”



Procurement ethics

 “I went to talk to the lawyers of the Public Service Commission” 

(Whistleblower line of the time)

 “After listening to what I told them in terms of what I went through, they 

were all too eager to take on my case in defending my rights”



Procurement ethics

 “Four years later my former big boss retired, and my former 

supervisor assumed his job.”

 “Very soon, I was really surprised to hear that my former 

supervisor was dismissed because of a sexual harassment 

allegation”

 “The ADM ….To my complete surprise …personally called me 

and offered me the job of my former supervisor”



How about some good lines when 

they push you on ethics?

 Snappy, powerful, humourous, whatever, make suggestions…

 In the biggest squeezes in your life, you need these!



But first the things they might say

 The Minister says

 The CPA rules don’t apply to me, they are for you

 ___ says this must go through

 Those accounting rules don’t make sense

 Etc…



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute

 This will one day become known….

 I have professional ethics to follow, but you hopefully have some personal 

ethics, even if you don’t have professional ethics

 Do you want to go down in history as….

 Tell your lawyer to call my lawyer

 We need to look at the long run…not this current situation



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute

 Here is my resignation letter

 I just started my job hunt an hour ago

 I think this is crossing the line

 I think I am a valuable employee, do you want lose me?



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute

 Do you have a good defence lawyer?

 Does your profession have any codified ethics (engineer, doctor, etc)? 

How would it assess this?

 What would the Board think?

 What would your mother think?

 What would the public think about this, if it all came out?



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute

 Would you like to be an ex-CPA, because this will get you disbarred

 Your fine will be at least six figures, do you have that kind of money?

 The government will probably call an inquiry into this

 This will never fool the auditors



Provocative lines to use in an ethical 

dispute

 I think you need to hire someone else to do this

 Sure I will do that, but I will label the entry FRAUD

 Can you read CPA Rule 205 (Quebec 34) to me

 Can I review the company’s code of ethics with you

 Let me read you this law to you

 How will you explain this to ___?

 Does this not bother your conscience? Do you have a conscience? Or 
has it been seared by repeated lapses?

 You could do a gofundme for you defence costs



A powerful one

 You would look good in orange, but not me

 I promise to visit you in prison every couple of years



A good name

 A proverb says: A good name is to be chosen rather than great riches

 Ethics gives you a good name, or at least among the right people

 You want a good name

 Some people who have taken courses with me have less money due to 

ethical decisions, but have a good name



Another case

 You recognize there is an opportunity to take $1.5 million from your 

employer and you are certain you can cover your tracks, so no one will 

ever know  

 What do you do?



Good quotes

 Chief Dan George "the truth is a few words“

 When people are lying, it is almost always a long story…

 Although not all long stories are lies…

 “Never let your sense of morals get in the way of doing what’s right.”

 - Isaac Asimov.



Challenge

 Do not ignore your gut when things come up

 But there is more than just your gut, you have a brain

 Think, ponder, strategize when facing ethical issues



An aside

 Can Chat-GPT help with ethics dilemmas?



I put the following scenario in Chat-

GPT



Scenario

 You work for a very large, engineering contractor Your VP, Overseas Sales 

says to you:

 “We are paying a consultant to helps us get the government contract in 

such and such a country”

 “We have given them USD $800,000 in cash and have told them that they 

are free to do whatever is necessary to win the contract, and we don’t 

want to know the details and in fact we can’t know the details, due to 

the confidentiality clause in our agreement. They in turn will hire another 

consultant or agent with more connections to assist”

 What do you think?

Us

Consultant 1

Consultant 2

Politicians



How did Chat-GPT answer this?

In another test, Chat-GPT 

talked about its “gut feel” 

on ethics

Of course, we never totally 

trust Chat-GPT, we always 

apply professional 

judgement…



Quote

 “Our lives begin and end the day we remain silent about things that really 

matter.”

 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

 Could apply to lots of things and probably applies here



Another reminder to listen 

to me



This accountant took two hours of CPA 

ethics with me!



This accountant took two hours of CPA 

ethics with me!



This accountant took two hours of 

CPA ethics with me!



Please listen to me

 Our oldest son was involved in the investigation with the CPA Nova Scotia 

Ethics Committee

 I don’t want any of you to get charged for anything…!

 Taking ethics courses doesn’t make you ethical

 Maybe he was taking the course, to find out ways around being ethical

 Maybe I should have him as a guest speaker, after he gets out of jail…



This accountant took a two hour CPA ethics 

course with me



He was guilty



Some closing thoughts



Challenge

 Do not ignore you gut when things come up

 But there is more than just your gut, you have a brain

 Think, ponder, strategize when facing ethical issues



Another thought

 “Don’t let the noise of other opinions drown out your inner voice” 

 Your inner voice is probably your gut…



We stop for a short announcement



The ethical accountant t-shirts on sale 

from my web store, this week only



The ethical accountant t-shirts on sale from 

my web store, this week only

 Regularly $69.99

 On sale for $18.00 this week

 White shirts only

 All sizes, free shipping to Bermuda



I am kidding

 I have no store, no shirts, no merchandise….



Top participant

 To be selected later



Other courses

 I have about 20 other courses, all available with CPA Bermuda as videos 

and very occasionally webinars, if you are interested

 Practical Tips for Government Accountants, 7 hours, may be of most 

interest, about 30 minutes of overlap with this course



Closing comments

 Thanks for taking this course

 You will be sent the fully populated slide deck by tonight

 Email me to pick my brain or feedback spriddle@bell.net

 We could do LinkedIn if you want

mailto:spriddle@bell.net


EXTRAS

 Here is some content, in the original webinar handout, that was not 

covered due to time limitations



A different gut example

 My 3 boys and I are walking along a train track

 We were about to walk across this train bridge, (which is a bit foolish)

 But my gut said ____, so we stopped

 And almost immediately a fast train crossed the bridge



STOP

 What is the big, underlying issue I have not touched?

 The best way approach to ethics is to avoid the ethics challenges!

 Not by closing your eyes

 But by avoiding the jobs with the really bad challenges, although perhaps 

not all challenges



Ethics - avoidance

 Taking a new job and then finding out the boss/the co. is crooked is not 

good

 Tips: 

1. Research the org/people first

2. Make your ethical approach known in the interview avoid crooked 

employers, bosses 

 May limit your possible jobs, but …

 Suppose the leadership changes?



Research

 Ask Uncle Google

 Your connections….

 www.ratemyemployer.com 

 www.glassdoor.com 

 Former employees



In the interview

 What do you say?

 You bring up ethics, without hitting them over the head with it….

 Examples: do you pay bribes….? 

 Sometimes they will bring up ethics…



Question

 Could some of the ethics situations you faced have been avoided by 

more advance research and interview discussions?

A guy I met said he took his first job
in a certain industry, working for a 
what turned out to be a well-known industry 
scoundrel….he said if he researched like I
suggested, it would have saved him years of 
problems...



Once upon a time

 An accountant who worked for told me a lie, that I knew for sure was a lie 

related to her work for me

 The accountant had an engineering background, and was not a CPA

 I had not hired the accountant, I inherited her

 It was the first time I had been in this situation

 What would you do if one of your subordinates told you a lie?



My analysis

 Definitely need to discuss it with them, call them out, but I don’t think it will 

change my decision

 They can do it again, and make it worse

 I can’t work with them, if I can’t trust them, it is over, they are unethical

 I really wanted to fire her as soon as she could be replaced

 The CEO worked hard to dissuade me

 She got another job shortly after, which solved our dilemma

Another thought: 
Check engineer ethics rules



Outward appearance

 Many unethical people have looked very good on the outside

 Appeared well-dressed, responsible, strong on family and charity

 They are often trying harder than ethical people to please people and 

look good

 This reminds me of a story in our family, with a related lesson



My wife and daughter pick 

strawberries



The Priddle kitchen



My wife or daughter, used salt 

instead of sugar!



My wife or daughter, used 

salt instead of sugar!

Result, the jam looked very good on 

the outside, but tasted terrible and 

was uneatable,
Like the accountant or business 

person who looks good on the 

outside but is very unethical inside

I could add politicians 

also…



Scenario

 Reporting to you is an employee, a single parent with 3 dependents, 

who just cannot do the required work for various reasons.   

 You have determined that it is not possible to re-train or re-assign the 

employee to other work.  

 You know that it will be difficult for them to find alternative 

employment if they do not work for you

 What should you do?



Analysis
 No specific ethics or rules involved!

• A tough personal decision, my gut is distressed by the trouble 

they may face

• It would possibly be unethical to keep them, due to 

compassionate reasons, that the employer does not support

• Consider your obligation to your employer - the employer’s 

objective is use money efficiently, not help the needy

• Try to get them a decent severance package 

• As well as career counselling, transition service

• After you terminate them, help them personally



I have faced a situation a little 

like this

 Similar, but a single Mum with one son, who had worked for me

 Then her boss let her go

 I decided to contact her to offer her support

 With my wife of course

 We became connected, we encouraged her and took her son on outings 
to give her a break 

 Her Mum taught my wife some great Indian cooking recipes

 Later, she gifted us all her kids stuff, we were expecting our first child

 We are still “encouraging” her, about 32 years later…..



Ethics may do you more good than 

you realize

 Years later I learned the head of the largest venture capital firm in 

Canada, on our Board said to my CEO: “I really like Steve, there are so 

many CFOs in the startup world who can’t be trusted…”

 I had no idea about this

 He was a big supporter of me, and later tried to hire me when he became 

a CEO



Some of ethics relates to peer pressure

 Pressure from bosses and colleagues to do the wrong thing, especially 

when certain practices are pervasive

 Peer pressure doesn’t just impact teenagers 

 I have memories of succumbing to peer pressure as a teen and other 

times standing up to it

 You probably do as well



He wins in the end

 A guy I know resigned a job for ethics, a difficult situation, a crooked 

employer who pretended the opposite

 After joining a new employer he enjoyed legitimately cutting his former 

employer from being a supplier



He wins in the end

 A Winnipeg accountant I know was fired by a furniture store for refusing to 

hide inventory

 They later go bankrupt



Will the auditors always back you on 

ethics?

 Usually, the auditors will back you on an ethics issue if you are with the auditee

 Once a Big Four firm resigned from the audit, after I resigned as CFO, due to 
ethics issues, they also had enough with the client

 But have the auditors ever not backed you on an ethics issue?

 Once a Big Four firm wouldn’t back me in a fight with my CFO on the 
accounting for a transaction, I was very disappointed

 I have heard this from one attendee, with respect to related party 
transactions. The auditors backed the client by allowing non-disclosure of 
something sensitive that should have been disclosed per the Handbook

 Sometimes their desire to keep the client happy may override professionalism

 But this won’t happen with the OAG and the OCG!

OAG 

Bermuda 

will always 

back you



Two topics that are ethics related, to 

make you/me uncomfortable

 Different angles on ethics, lest we are getting smug on ethics….



When the boss is looking/not looking

 We all know people who are especially good and showing off in front of 

the boss, but actually are terrible when the boss is not looking





Video link

 Funny when the boss is not there video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGpwbKpjdtI


When the boss is looking/not looking

 We all know people who are especially good and showing off in front of 

the boss, but actually are terrible when the boss is not looking

 You could call them eye-pleasers or….

 What would you call them?

 I think this is a personal ethics topic actually

 What do you think?

 Do you have an interesting example?



When the boss is not looking/not 

looking

 We all do at least a bit of this…

 Working at home complicates this…



Have you ever called a CPA (or 

legacy designation) ethics advisor?

 Or legacy advisor

 Polling question

 15% in a recent course



Have you ever called a CPA ethics 

advisor?

 I have, many times

 To ensure I was doing the right thing at work

 To ensure I say the right thing in courses…



Can I testify in court against a former 

employer?

 A former colleague was suing our former employer for constructive 

dismissal

 I was no longer with the company and they had not been nice to me, 

and I felt he had a good case

 He said “can you help testify in court to help me”

 I said “sure!”

 But then my gut said I had better check on professional issues

 Do you think there are professional issues?



What I found out from the advisor

 The issue is Rule 208.1/48 Quebec, confidentiality

 I would have to get the former employer’s approval to say things in court, 
if they considered them confidential…

 They would likely try to bar me saying anything that would hurt their 

case…

 So this would mean I would be a useless witness

 I told my colleague, “I don’t think I would be useful”

 He ended up dropping the case

 I know legal fees were huge on both sides

This does not fall under 

208.1 “such information 

is required to be 

disclosed by order of 

lawful authority” 



Many CPAs have woken up after 

hearing this

 To the fact that their gut was working but they didn’t realize it at the time

 “The course me realize that when I have resigned from a job, the main reasons were 
values and management style, after listening to this course I also realize that my gut was 
also telling me that I was not comfortable with few ethics situations…”
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